


For taste as nature intended.  
For better living.

Experience the kitchen suite of appliances designed to enhance 
nature’s favors and inspire culinary creativity. 



30” Double Wall Oven   
ECWD3011AS

30” Microwave and  
Wall Oven Combination   

ECWM3011AS*

30” Single Wall Oven   
ECWS3011AS

Air Sous Vide 
Preserve natural flavors & lock in moisture with 
our exclusive Air Sous Vide technology that uses 
precisely-controlled heat and airflow to give 
you sous vide results without the water bath.

Steam Bake 
Breads and pastries rise higher and get a crisp, 
golden crust and a light and flaky interior with 
the moisture infusion of steam bake.

Steam Roast 
Roast meats to perfection with Steam Roast 
which creates golden crispy skin and moist and 
tender meat.

Built-In Air Fry 
Create crispy vegetable chips, juicy chicken 
parmesan and more with just a little oil.

Electrolux Connect
Get connected and enjoy the ability to preheat 
your oven, monitor cook times and even switch 
to “keep warm” right from your phone. 

Advanced Convection 
Even your most challenging recipes turn out 
delicious with the precisely-controlled heat  
and airflow.

For taste as nature intended.

Wall Ovens

*Features do not apply to the microwave



30” Induction Cooktop   
ECCI3068AS

36” Induction Cooktop   
ECCI3668AS

Precise Temperature Control 
Create a perfect berry reduction or slow-
simmered marinara without scorching with 
our Precise Temperature Control function. 
Unlike other induction cooktops, our 
technology uses a sensor to continuously 
measure pan temperature and automatically 
adjusts the heat to ensure your pan maintains 
the temperature you set from start to finish.

Power Slide 
Boil, sear or sauté on the front burner and 
when you’re finished, simply slide the pan 
to the back burner and the cooktop will 
automatically adjust to keep food warm and 
ready to serve.

Bridge Feature 
Expand your culinary horizons to specialty 
foods like crepes and paninis that allows you 
to connect two cooking elements for even 
heat even when using larger pans or griddles.

Perfectly consistent results from start-to-finish. 
Induction technology is faster, more precise, 
and easier to clean than electric or gas.

Induction Cooktops



36” Rangetop   
ECCG3672AS

30” Gas Cooktop   
ECCG3068AS 

36” Gas Cooktop   
ECCG3668AS 

Brass Power Burners 
Achieve accurate, efficient temperature 
control -whether you need a roaring boil or 
a bare simmer.

Included Griddle 
Create specialty foods like crepes and 
paninis right on your Rangetop that allows 
for multiple cooking techniques

Flexible Dual Burners  
Entertain with ease and cook multiple dishes 
at once, no matter the cooking technique.

Striking Design  
This will be a focal point of the kitchen, 
featuring continuous cast-iron grates, sturdy 
LED backlit knobs and brass accents.

A line of cooking appliances 
designed to inspire culinary creativity.

Gas Rangetops  
& Cooktops

*30” and 36” gas cooktops have one single power burner.



30” Dual Fuel Freestanding Gas Range   
ECFD3068AS

36” Dual Fuel Freestanding Gas Range   
ECFD3668AS

Dual Fuel 
Create the perfect soufflé in your oven and 
precisely sear meats on your cooktop, the 
ideal combination of a gas cooktop and 
electric oven for delicious results.

Two Dual Brass Power Burners 
Achieve accurate, efficient temperature 
control - whether you need a roaring boil or 
a bare simmer.

Six Flexible Dual Burners  
Entertain with ease and cook multiple dishes 
at once, no matter the cooking technique.

True Convection  
Conquer even the most challenging recipes 
using three heating elements and a fan for 
even cooking results.

A line of cooking appliances 
designed to inspire culinary creativity.

Dual Fuel Freestanding 
Gas Ranges

*30” range has one bridge feature..



30” Freestanding Induction Range   
ECFI3068AS

36” Freestanding Induction Range   
ECFI3668AS

Two Bridge Features
Expand your culinary horizons to specialty 
foods like crepes and paninis allowing you to 
connect two cooking elements for even heat, 
even when using larger pans or griddles.

True Convection  
Master even the most challenging recipes 
using three heating elements and a fan for 
even cooking results.

Temperature Probe  
Cook proteins to juicy perfection, never over or 
under cooked, with an integrated Temperature 
Probe which alerts you when your food has 
reached the desired temperature.

A line of cooking appliances 
designed to inspire culinary creativity.

Freestanding 
Induction Ranges



Over-the-Range Microwave   
EMOW1911AS

Sleek Design
The sleek design allows this microwave to blend 
seamlessly into the kitchen and is enabled by 
Glass Touch Controls and a streamlined Pocket 
Handle that is hidden from view when not in use.

Convection Cooking 
Bake and brown your favorite foods with the 
convenience of a microwave and the performance 
of an oven.

Generous Capacity
Have the flexibility to cook for a crowd with our 
Generous Capacity of 1.9 cu ft.

Strong Ventilation System   
Remove smoke and odors with four speeds to 
meet all your cooking needs.

Stainless Interior  
Get evenly-cooked, delicious meals with a 
Stainless Interior with Diamond Design Rear Wall.

Over-the-Range  
Microwave

30’’ Built-In Microwave Oven 
With Drop-Down Door   

EMBD3010AS*



30” Wall-Mount Hood   
ECVW3062AS

36” Wall-Mount Hood   
ECVW3662AS

42” Island Hood   
ECVI4262AS

Responsive Sensors 
Detect heat coming from the cooking surface and 
respond automatically to ensure proper ventilation.

Premium Perimeter Venting  
Premium Perimeter Venting uses narrow channels 
to create natural suction, using less energy from 
the motor to achieve the same level of efficiency.

Soft LED Lighting
Make a statement with this beautiful design with 
signature Electrolux pinstriping.

Ventilation



Counter-Depth French Door Refrigerator   
ERMC2295AS

TempAdapt™ Drawer 
Customize your storage space for all your 
entertaining favorites –from cheese to wine to sorbet 
– at the perfect serving temperature. The drawer can 
be set from -6 to 45 degrees, the widest range of 
temperature settings on the market.

TasteLock™ Crispers with Auto-Humidity Control 
Keep produce tasting fresh like nature intended. Smart 
crisper technology removes excess moisture and blocks 
out dry air to prevent spoiling, shriveling, and mold.

Flexible Organization System 
Find a place for everything from large platters and 
cakes to tall wine bottles and beverages with our 
flexible organization system.

ExtraAccess™ Door 
Reach up to 75% of your fresh food by opening 
just one door, preserving energy even during a full 
evening of cooking and entertaining.

LuxCool™ Plus Cooling System 
Keep food market fresh with more consistent 
temperatures in both the refrigerator and freezer.

Your favorite foods for entertaining, 
stored at perfect serving temperature.

French Door  
Refrigeration



Single Door Freezer and Refrigerator   
EI33AR80WS / EI33AF80WS

TasteLock™ Plus Crispers  
with Auto-Humidity Control 
Keep produce tasting fresh like nature intended 
with smart crisper technology that removes 
excess moisture and blocks out dry air to 
prevent shriveling and mold, plus an ethylene 
absorber reduces the gas emitted by many 
fruits and vegetables that causes spoiling.

Flexible Organization System 
Find a place for everything from large platters 
and cakes to tall wine bottles and beverages.

LuxCool™ Cooling System 
Keeps food market fresh by maintaining a 
constant temperature with smart sensing 
technology and a variable-speed compressor 
that efficiently circulates cold air throughout the 
refrigerator.

Large Storage Capacity 
Store everything you need for creating 
delicious meals in this refrigerator, which 
eliminates the need for a second refrigerator.

Keep produce tasting fresh like 
nature intended.

Single Door  
Refrigerator & Freezer



Single-Zone Under Counter Wine Cooler   
EI24WC15VS

Wide-Slat Walnut Shelving 
Store all bottle shapes and sizes -even your 
favorite champagne -without scratching the labels.

Perfect Set® Temperature Controls 
Keep your reds or whites chilled to ideal serving 
temperature between 40 and 65 degrees, or cellar 
your collection at a precise 54 degrees.

Luxury-Design® LED Lighting 
Showcase your collection for easy access when 
entertaining.

UV-Blocking Glass Door  
Preserve the flavor of your wine and protect 
against harmful UV rays.

Generous Capacity  
Easily accommodate 41 bottles of any shape or 
assortment. Most other manufacturers calculate 
capacity based only on a standard Bordeaux-
style bottle.

The ultimate care for your wine 
collection, inside and out.

Wine Cooler



5.1 Cu. Ft. Beverage Center   
EI24BC15VS

Sophisticated Design 
Enhance the look of any kitchen featuring 
premium glass shelving and sleek stainless 
steel trim and handles.

Perfect Set® Temperature Controls 
Chill your beverages to the ideal serving 
temperature, anywhere from 36 to 50 degrees.

Luxury-Design® LED Lighting 
Beautiful and functional, keeps your 
beverages and wine clearly visible.

Integrated Controls    
Easily set your beverage center when you 
need to. Located at the top of the unit so 
they’re accessible when needed and hidden 
from view when the door is closed.

Beverage Center



24” Built-In Dishwasher   
EDSH4944AS

Exclusive LuxCare® Wash Arm  
Get each place setting sparkling clean using 
water more effectively to tackle even the toughest 
dishes without wasting valuable resources.

Perfect Dry® System  
Achieve a complete dry the first time with our 
system that circulates air evenly to eliminate 
towel drying.

30-Minute Clean Cycle 
Flexibility to get dishes sparkling clean  
between courses.

Target Wash Zones    
Completely clean dishes of all shapes and sizes.

Third-Level Rack    
The space you need to accommodate all of  
your utensils.

Dishwasher 
Designed to use resources efficiently 
without compromising clean.


